Proposed Jury Instruction- Unanimity
Additional Argument in Colloquy
From the construction of this indictment (which can be seen on the third page of my proposed
instruction no. 26) it can only be concluded that the Grand Jury meant to charge me with a
unique crime consisting of two separate alleged contempts joined together as one big offending
act, consisting of both failing to file the ordered "amended returns" AND filing a return based
on the false notion that only federal workers are subject to the tax. This is clear from the use of
the conjunctive "and" linking the two alleged acts together into one alleged violation (and the
failure to use the disjunctive "or"), as well as by the use of the singular in "violation" in
designating the two acts, rather than the plural "violations".
If this unique charge is not dismissed for failure to state an actual federal offense (even though
labeling itself as one), the jury should be instructed according to its plain terms-- that it must
unanimously find both contempts to have been committed in order to convict, and that it must
otherwise acquit.
Further, unanimity of verdict is required as to each alleged act even if they are deemed not
conjoined into one.
The government itself deems the acts alleged in the indictment to be "elements" of the offense
charged. In its proposed instruction number 12, 'CONTEMPT-ELMENTS OF OFFENSE, the
government specifically identifies the alleged violating acts as elements of the offense charged.
The government declares that my alleged failure to file amending returns as ordered and that my
allegedly filing "false" returns in disobedience to an order are either a combined element or
individually elements, but elements in any event:
As it says, Contempt - Elements of Offense
(C) Third, that the defendant willfully disobeyed the court's order in one of the ways set forth in
the indictment.
The Court agreed with this assertion, instructing the jury in the previous trial to exactly that
effect, as seen on page 97 of Volume Three of the Trial Transcript.
The Sixth Circuit Pattern Instruction Committee on 'Unanimity' explicitly declares that the
'Unanimity Not Required' instruction can not be given in regard to an element, but only in
regard to alleged "means" by which an element is allegedly satisfied:
"If a fact is an element, a jury in a federal criminal case cannot convict unless it unanimously
finds that the Government has proved [it]";
and
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"This instruction [Unanimity Not Required - Means] covers situations where the crime charged
includes an element that can be committed by multiple means, so jury unanimity on a
particular means is not required. The use note indicates that the instruction should only be
given if the indictment alleges that the defendant committed a single element through
more than one means."
(Emphasis added.)
Since the acts I am alleged to have committed in violation of Judge Edmunds orders are agreed
by everyone to be at least elements, unanimity of the jury as to my having willfully disobeyed a
lawful order to file amended returns as specified by Judge Edmunds, or unanimity of the jury as
to my having willfully filed returns in disobedience to a lawful order of Judge Edmunds per the
specifics of that order, or unanimity of the jury as to my having done both of these things
together, is required for a guilty verdict. The jury should be so instructed.
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